Informed consent--practical considerations.
Informed consent is a legal document that summarizes what will take place in a study in a language the study subjects can understand and is the process by which a person decides whether or not to participate in a study. The document is not limited to explaining the intervention or potential risks and benefits but is also the source of understanding why the study is being done and what the particular study will add to what is already known. Overall, informed consent is a document providing important transparency and clarity about the study. While consent forms are mandatory prior to study approval by internal review boards, they are not published as part of study results and are not part of clinical trial registries. The central role of an informed consent document in any study could be vitally expanded and enhanced with inclusion and full disclosure of its content through clinical trial registries and published reports in the literature, bringing improved transparency to the entire clinical trial process. Transparency is important for the maintenance of high standards in clinical research and for public trust of the process, a sometimes underrecognized factor in healthcare initiatives.